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“To expedite and improve the quality of construction of all of our 

ceiling headers, soffits, and glass track pockets we utilized the 

PefektSoffit Glass Channel and PerfektSoffit Bulkhead drywall 

shapes. The product provided a significant reduction in labor 

required to both install and finish the various soffits and headers 

we needed. The prefabricated shape resulted in a perfect edge 

condition that eliminates nearly all taping. By eliminating taping 

the edge condition is always consistent across long distances 

eliminating the imperfections consistent with traditional 

cornerbead and taping practices. By installing 8ft sections of 

headers/ soffits at a time we were also able to significantly reduce 

the time spent on elevated work surfaces for both our carpenters 

and tapers resulting in a safer jobsite. Overall the use of 

PerfektSoffit prefabricated drywall shapes proved to be a major 

asset to our successful project.”

Testimonials

“I was introduced to PerfektSoffit while seeking pricing for 

PepsiCo’s main headquarters. This was the main entrance of 

the main visiting center and every wall, soffit, ceiling, and tile 

had to be perfect. I was immediately blown away with what 

they could fabricate for my project. I sat with my team and did 

an evaluation on the cost per soffit to the labor to stick build 

and it was a no brainer. PerfektSoffit made  sure the deadlines 

were met. I have 3 projects over 7 million starting this week and 

they will be a part of  each with prefab soffits.  PerfektSoffit is 

my go to now, and for as long as I am running Turner 

Construction SPO here in CT. “

Matthew Edo

Turner Construction Company

SPO Trades Manager 

Tory Wortmann
VRH Construction

“To expedite and improve the quality of construction of all of our 

ceiling headers, soffits, and glass track pockets we utilized the 

PefektSoffit Glass Channel and PerfektSoffit Bulkhead drywall 

shapes. The product provided a significant reduction in labor 

required to both install and finish the various soffits and headers 

we needed. The prefabricated shape resulted in a perfect edge 

condition that eliminates nearly all taping. By eliminating taping 

the edge condition is always consistent across long distances 

eliminating the imperfections consistent with traditional 

cornerbead and taping practices. By installing 8ft sections of 

headers/ soffits at a time we were also able to significantly reduce 

the time spent on elevated work surfaces for both our carpenters 

and tapers resulting in a safer jobsite. Overall the use of 

PerfektSoffit prefabricated drywall shapes proved to be a major 

asset to our successful project.”
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Prefabricated 
Drywall Shapes
Custom fabricated drywall to your dimensions and 

specifications giving you the flexibility to design any detail.

Perfektsoffit drywall shapes are prefabricated with crisp 

and clean corners to achieve your design intent while 

keeping you in full control of the desired aesthetics.

Our Products

PerfektSoffit BulkheadPerfektSoffit 90O PerfektSoffit Knife

Prefab benefits that contribute 
most to successful projects

Reduce time to 

project completion

Competitive 

Advantage

Reduce 

construction costs

Increase Profit 

Margins

Reduce the need for skilled 

labor on the job site

Improve 

quality

Reduce Rework

Overall improvement 

to worker safety

Reduce your 

job footprint

Reduce


material waste
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Where our products can be seen:

Home

PerfektSoffit Cove

PerfektSoffit Glass Channel PerfektSoffit Step PerfektSoffit Transition PerfektSoffit Drywall Pocket
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We were asked to create a logo, brand book, website and brochure for this Soffits 

manufacturing company based in U.S. 



We wanted to provide a logo with clean representation of the product and keeping 

client's requirement of a dark mode website. 

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has 

been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took 

a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has survived not only five 

centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged.

PerfektSoffit products are designed to deliver the highest quality detail available. Our 

products reduce time on site and reduce the material needed to build a detail. 

PerfektSoffit products directly eliminate need for corner beads, j-beads and some 

spackle and can also be thoughtfully incorporated to eliminate some of the traditional 

framing required to build soffits, columns, and coves.
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Pune, India
Headspur, WeWork Futura, Kirtane Baugh,


Magarpatta City, Pune - 411038

Chandigarh, India
Headspur, 322-323, The Golden Square Chandigarh,


Ambala Highway, Zirakpur, Punjab 140603


